WHAT SETS US APART
from our Competition

by Craigan Johnson

What makes SHARE unique among cooperative programs? In a word, it’s all in our name. All of the contract offerings found on SHARE are the result of a unique need that an entity approached us about. If your entity simply does not have the staff or resources to devote to conducting an RFP for a project, this is where SHARE’s true value becomes apparent: SHARE’s professional purchasing staff will perform the solicitation on your behalf-built to your scope and specification, and host the contract on our cooperative program for the benefit of all public agencies and non-profits!

AT SHARE

We recognize that no public agency’s needs exist in a bubble, and that other entities desire the same solutions. For this reason, we strive to eliminate the administrative burden that is associated with public purchasing today. By ‘sharing’ your contract on our cooperative purchasing program, we provide your custom solution to you and ensure that it’s available for anyone else who may need it. No longer must you shop cooperative programs and hope that you’ll find a suitable solution to your purchasing needs, come to SHARE and have us build it, instead!

BELEAGUERED PURCHASING DEPARTMENT?

Leverage the staff of SHARE to professionally manage your solicitation. Not enough subject matter experts in your organization to evaluate a technical proposal? SHARE assembles evaluation panels of highly knowledgeable individuals from within our Participating Entities. Have you only a scope of deliverables that you must solve, but don’t know how? SHARE can help fine-tune your specifications, and get an RFP issued for you.

SHARE

Is special in that we are a group of third-party procurement professionals for the specific needs of the public sector, and it is our goal to provide solutions to all agencies large or small. Our cooperative purchasing program is your cooperative purchasing program – you just tell us where you’d like to see it go.

When we SHARE our solutions, we can solve each other’s problems!

Contact Us: northtexasshare@nctcog.org 817.704.5696